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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  6 7
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
December 3, 2003   ◆ WEDNESDAY
The deadly
UIC burn
A disappointing home opener:
Panthers lose 77-60 to Illinois-
Chicago and drop to 0-3.
Page 12 S P O R T S
Bar hour change dies
By Jessica Youngs
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Although the final vote was
no, Charleston City Council
members were split on the
decision to extend bar hours.
The council voted 3-2 last
night not to pass the proposed
ordinance that would extend
bar hours until 2 a.m. for a trial
period.
The ordinance was a pro-
posed two-part agreement
between Eastern and the city.
If bar hours were extended an
extra hour with the last drink
being served at 1:45 a.m., the
university would help to crack
down on house parties.
The ordinance allowed for
the extension to begin 10 days
after the publication of the
ordinance until June 1.
The effects would then be
examined by the council.
Possible further extensions
could take place.
“We wanted to go through
the process implementer,” said
Bill Davidson, the student
executive vice president and a
senior political science major.
Mayor Dan Cougill called the
proposal an effort on both sides
to try and meet somewhere.
“This is not all or nothing,”
he said. 
He questioned the council
how it can add both issues into
one package.
Council member John
Winnett said he received much
negative criticism of the ordi-
nance yesterday.  The only
exception, he said, was a tavern
owner who was for the later
hours.
By Julie Bourque
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Construction developments are taking
place all over campus, and with snow on
the way, workers are hurrying to finish
their projects. 
The Tarble Arts Center, Ford Hall,
Stevenson Hall and University Court
apartment buildings have all been under
construction or are experiencing repairs
this year.
Michael Watts, director of  Tarble Arts
Center said, “the big push has been to get
the exterior finished and enclose the build-
ing before bad weather comes.”
Watts said workers have recently fin-
ished putting doors and windows in Tarble
and are almost finished with the exterior
part of remodeling.  
Karl Helmink, director of Physical
Plant Facilities, said most of the winter
season will be spent finishing the dry
walling, painting and revamping the heat-
ing system. 
Students may only notice the improve-
ments on the faces of the building, but
most of the big projects won’t be seen until
the building opens again in March 2004. 
“You won’t be able to see much of the
progress from the outside because most of
the improvements are interior,” Helmink
said.
Most of the expenses are going to
improvements that are not readily seen,
but rather to interior projects that are
sorely needed, Helmink said.
The other construction projects on cam-
pus are minor but necessary improve-
ments. 
A new roof is in store for Ford Hall. 
Mark Hudson, director of University
Housing and Dining, said construction on
Ford’s roof started about a month ago, and
the process should take about three or
four months. He said Ford workers are
trying to finish up before bad weather
comes.
Hudson also said cooling coils in
Stevenson’s air conditioning system are
being replaced to improve the the cooling
process this spring. A wiring project
allowing more capacity in the Sigma Phi
Epsilon house in Greek Court was just
completed as well. 
University Court apartments are still
undergoing painting and siding repairs. 
Continuing construction projects are
occurring all over campus, but progress is
being made on all of them. 
“There are always things going on,”
Hudson said. “It’s a constant process to
keep advancing with everything.”
By Neil Pitstick
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Ryan Loew, a sophomore accounting major,
drives up and down Eastern’s campus every
morning, avidly searching for the elusive park-
ing spot so that he can get to class.
Unfortunately for Loew and many other
Eastern students, the search takes a while, caus-
ing them to be late or park
somewhere else, where they
will be ticketed.
Does this mean there is a
real parking problem at
Eastern?
Adam Due, Chief of
Eastern’s University Police
Department and head of parking affairs, would
point to a different reason.
“There is plenty of parking available around
campus, it is just that students don’t use time
management very well and don’t feel like walk-
ing a little ways,” Due said.
Although any student, even at Eastern, has the
capability of being a slight procrastinator or
possibly lazy, many students still feel the park-
ing situation is indeed inadequate.
“Sometimes I can spend from 10-15 minutes
searching for a parking spot. I think that is just
a little ridiculous,” said Matt Netrefa, senior
s o c i o l o g y
major.
A strong
voice of
complaints
comes from
the under-
c l a s s m a n
portion of
E a s t e r n ’s
campus.
“I am
constantly
looking for
an under-
c l a s s m e n
p a r k i n g
spot, and
many times
I see a lot of
upperclass-
men park-
ing open in
c e r t a i n
spots and
don’t under-
stand why
more could-
n’t be open
to us,” said
C h r i s t i n e
Stoffel, a sophomore biological sciences major.
The parking situation has become more of an
issue in the last few years as student enrollment
has increased.
In the 2001-2002 school year, enrollment
moved up to 10,531, increasing to 11,163 last
year and finally reached 11,522 this year, said
Julia Abel, secretary to Shirley Stewart, who is
vice president of student affairs.
Due said student enrollment increases have
not caused a problem, because there are plenty
of lots not being used because they are not right
next to classes.
“Students are just being lazy, I can walk from
Greek Court to the castle in under ten minutes,”
Due said. “The campus is not spread a large dis-
tance that would make it difficult to walk, but
students don’t want to take those spots and many
times park where they shouldn’t.”
The usual parking tickets given out by police
are for students who are parking in a spot not
permitted by their parking passes.
“Most tickets are for underclassmen in upper-
classmen parking and upperclassmen in faculty
parking,” Due said. 
Dude,
where’s my
spot?
The Daily Eastern
News examines 
campus parking.
Students,
cops at odds
on asphalt
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Jon Schwanke, a sheet metal worker for Industrial Services Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning of Mattoon, installs copper fascia on
the east side of the Tarble Arts Center expansion Tuesday morning. Schwanke was on his second day of the project.
Tarble renovations come together
“Most of the improvements
are interior.”
—Karl Helmink, physical plant director
Students are just
being lazy. I can
walk from Greek
Court to the 
castle in ten 
minutes.
University Police Chief Adam Due
I am constantly
looking for
underclass
parking.
Christine Stoffel, sophomore 
“
”
◆ Underclassmen say they don’t have
enough reserved spaces, police say
students don’t use far-flung parking
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D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Charleston City Council members Lorelei Sims (left) and Larry Rennels debate an extension of bar hours.
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In Tuesday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News, the location of the Fourth Street bridge was incorrectly
reported. The bridge is located north of Lincoln Avenue, just south of the Square. Its repairs were partly fund-
ed through Motor Fuel Tax Funds. The News regrets the error.
I love that it’s 30 degrees outside
and people still wear sandals and
short-sleeved shirts without a jack-
et- and then your roommate yells
at you because you are going to get
sick. But she’s only yelling at you
because she cares about you.  
Anyway that was totally point-
less, but if that is all the excite-
ment in your life, check out what’s
goin’ on today and tomorrow
around campus. 
Activities for  Wednesday:
 Learn how to stay safe with
a sexual assault awareness pro-
gram, sponsored by Sexual
Assault Counseling and
Information Services, co-spon-
sored by Lambda Theta Alpha.
The program will be held at 7
p.m. in the Kansas Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
 Poetry reading at 4:30 p.m. in
the Effingham Room of the union:
The English department is spon-
soring the reading for three teach-
ers whose poetry works have been
widely published. Maybe your
teacher is a poet and you didn’t
know it!?!
Activities for Thursday:
 Amateur night at 7th St.
Underground sponsored by
University Board at 8:30 p.m.
Anyone who wants to participate
can sign up at 6:30 p.m. Talent is not
limited to just comedy, anyone who
wants to sing, play an instrument,
etc., is welcome. Judges will tally
up scores for each participant and
the top three high scorers will win
$100 gift certificates to Wal-Mart. 
 “It’s a Wonderful Life,” no not
the movie, the only angels here are
representatives from the
Counseling Center.  This Lifeskills
Workshop is being presented by
the center’s very own Sandy Cox in
the Effingham Room in the union
at 7:30 p.m. Come to this workshop
to learn about the wonders you can
find in life, even when times are
tough.   
 No Scrooges here. In the
mood for some holiday music?
EIU’s Choral Ensemble present a
historical rendition of the famous
King’s College Service of Lessons
and Carols on Thursday at 7:30
p.m. at Wesley United Methodist
Church. For more information,
call the music department at 518-
3010. Hark- hear the bells.
By Amy Bicknell
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Public Relations Techniques class will be
hosting a fundraiser to raise money for the
Special Olympics Illinois East Central Area 9.
The fundraiser will take place at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday at Seventh Street Underground in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Journalism professor Terri Johnson said
admission is free and donations are welcome.   
The group
plans to raise
their money
through a
silent auction.
There will be
tables of
prizes set up
for people to
bid on. 
“People will
be able to walk
around and
look at all the prizes,” Johnson said.
Johnson said prizes will range from gift cer-
tificates to Wal-Mart, Family Video and
Pagliai’s Pizza to a $50 gift certificate for Ink
Spot Tattoos for a free piercing and a week of
unlimited tanning from the Body Shop. 
“We have never done anything like this,”
Johnson said. “How much is raised will depend
on how many people attend and how much is
donated. We will be happy with $500.”
People will be able to bid on items until 9:45
p.m., and prizes will be given to the highest bid-
ders at 10 p.m.
Johnson also said that two alternative rock
bands, Labelled and The Band Formerly Known
as Foreplay, have donated their time and will
be playing. In addition, DJ Monty will be play-
ing throughout the night.
Katie Keeline, Special Olympics
Representative, “has been a great help”
Johnson said, and will be playing a Special
Olympics video in the back of the room. There
will also be Special Olympic Athletes present to
hand out the prizes.
The Student Union will be providing food and
beverages, but for a cost, Johnson said.
Johnson said that she has three main stu-
dents working on this event. She said Jim
Fanelli, Lisa Rowe and Amy Umbarger have
been working very hard to put this fundraiser
together.
W H A T ’ S  
H A P P E N I N ’
Brittany Robson
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Holiday spirit lights up campus
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Hoop dreams
Children from the Charleston Rec Club participate in a shoot-off during halftime of the men’s basketball game Tuesday night in Lantz
Arena. The children kept the crowd entertained with their interesting playing styles.
“People will be able
to walk around and
look at all the
prizes.”
—Terri Johnson, journalism professor
PR students
initiate first
fund raiser
Wednesday , December 3, 2003 T H E  D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S 3
Country Night
Wednesday
$200 Jack Daniels Mixers
$325 32oz Miller Lite Chugs
$299 BBQ & Chips
Wear your County Attire!
Featuring DJ “Billy Bob” straight out of Bashton
Great Low Prices!!!
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am
Call 581-3616
to place your order
Doughnuts Are On Sale in the 
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON’T MISS OUT!!
$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45¢ Single Donut
H o w d y  P a r t n e r . . .
Y o u  c o u l d  ha ve a d ve r t i se d
r i gh t  h e r e !
By Shanna Waters
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Students at Eastern’s Art Park
West are wondering when they will
receive the new computers and
technical equipment they have
been waiting for. But they aren’t
the only lab in the College of Arts
and Humanities awaiting computer
replacement.
James Johnson, Dean of the
College of Arts and Humanities,
said several computer labs and
multimedia classrooms are being
reviewed by a computer replace-
ment and upgrading subcommittee
of the Academic Technology
Adversary Committee.
Seven computer labs need
funding for new computers.
Labs in the art, English, biologi-
cal sciences and speech commu-
nications departments, as well as
labs in Lumpkin College and
Gregg Triad all need computer
upgrades. 
There are also 113 multimedia
classrooms, 22 of which need
upgrading.
Johnson said the subcommit-
tee is gathering information and
assessing the needs to see which
departments need replacements.
He also said there are not suffi-
cient funds to cover all the labs.
The funds available for
replacement come from student
fees, Johnson said. These fees
also cover staffing, student help,
maintenance and Instructional
Technology Enhancement
Proposal grants. 
The student fees budget pres-
ents another problem. Because
the student fees budget is fixed,
updates that cost more than the
initial cost of the labs are not
accounted for in the budget.
The subcommittee recommen-
dations will be presented to the
ATAC on Dec. 19.
Johnson said the committee
must look at the long-term and
short-term. 
They must decide how to be
more efficient and they must
find a way to balance the
replacements needed in comput-
er labs, as well as upgrades
needed in multimedia class-
rooms.
“We want to provide for stu-
dents a level that will meet their
program needs,” Johnson said.
He said that 23 labs have been
selected for funding and are
scheduled for replacement  at
different times.
By Brian O’Malley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
The student body will elect a
new group of senators for the
spring semester.
Several areas on campus are
equipped with a ballot table for
students to vote for students run-
ning for senate positions this
semester including Carman Hall,
Coleman Hall and the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
“Fifteen students are running
for senate spots. Ten current sen-
ators and five new hopefuls,”
Student Senate Speaker Mike
Walsh said.
The election results are on the
agenda for Wednesday’s Student
Senate meeting, Walsh said.
“We’ll unveil the results on
Wednesday.” 
Jessica Horwitz, University
Board Productions Coordinator
and Adam Howell, chair of the
Student Senate Shuttle Bus
Committee, took ballots from
students near the Food Court in
the Union. The final election day
is Wednesday, Horwitz said.
Horwitz said the Fall semester
usually doesn’t receive many
votes from students because
executive positions aren’t up for
election.
“I’m not worried about the
voter turnout for this semester.
I’m more worried about next
semester when the executives
are running,” Horwitz said.
The students who do vote only
vote for someone they know,
Horwitz said.
About 30 students voted at the
Union from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Horwitz said.
Howell said he was disappointed
with the turnout and wants more
students to come and vote. Howell
also said he thought the candidates
should have advertised better.
“I’d like to see more students
come out here,” Howell said. “I
think it’s really important for stu-
dents to support Student
Government. Our power comes
from the students.”
Howell said the Fall elections
usually receive about 100 votes
from students, when the Spring
elections have received up to 1,000
in the past.
Howell said he doesn’t have to
run this semester because he is still
in the middle of his one-year term.
Walsh said the senate consists of
12 on-campus senators, 12 at-large
senators, six off-campus senators
and an executive board. 
Ryan Berger, chair for the
Student Affairs Committee, is run-
ning as an on-campus senator and
said there are 10 on-campus spots
open, but only five students are
running.
Only Ryan Herdes, chair of the
University Development and
Recycling Committee, is running
for one of the three off-campus sen-
ator spots, Berger said. He also said
the at-large spots have nine stu-
dents running, which will be the
only competition this semester.
“It’s a great organization and I
want to stay a part of it,” he said.
Berger said his time in Student
Government isn’t over.
“I need more time to finish some
things I want to see changed or
worked on,” Berger said.
Heather Sims, secretary at the
Student Activities Center and soph-
omore speech language pathology
major, took ballots in Coleman Hall
because she wanted to help out the
senate.
The Student Activities Office,
located in the Union, is where the
senate offices are located.
“I’m happy to help out because
I’m in (the Student Activities
Office) all the time anyway,”
Sims said.  “Anything I can do to
help.”
By Kathleen Gore
S T A F F  W R I T E R
A discussion panel presented by
the Political Science Association
met Tuesday night in Coleman Hall
to discuss the issues that will shape
the 2004 presidential election.  
The panel included professors
Andrew McNitt and Richard
Wandling and senior political sci-
ence major Mike Woods.  The main
discussion of the panel focused on
how the Democrats will overcome
President George W. Bush in the
2004 election.
What exactly will it take for one
of the eight Democratic candi-
dates to overcome Bush?
“A Democratic candidate must
have a great deal of money, he
must be a moderate Democrat,”
Professor Andrew McNitt said.
“He must also be able to touch on
the concerns of the average voter.”
This is not all the Democratic
party will have to overcome,
according to political science
major Mike Woods. 
“There is no clear front runner
with the Democratic candidates,”
Woods said. 
One issue discussed by the panel
was what exactly the issues of the
2004 election would be.  According
to Professor Richard Wandling,
two of the major issues will be the
“international front” and the
events taking place in Iraq.
Terrorism will definitely be a part
of this election. The other major
issue will be the economy.
“Part of the economy is experi-
encing a rebound right now, and
the other part that isn’t includes
people working in the industrial
system,” Wandling said. 
“I thought all the candidates had
a lot of valid points,” said fresh-
man Kate Vuckovich, a
Communication Disorder and
Sciences major who attended the
panel discussion. “I do feel that the
panelist did have extreme opin-
ions, and I don’t think that they
really opened themselves up to the
other side.”
Another issue that was dis-
cussed heavily by the panel was
the issue of gay marriage and civil
unions.  The entire panel felt that
this would be an issue brought up
in the 2004 election.  How will the
Democratic Party formulate their
response to this issue?
“This will be a difficult issue
that will be split down the middle,”
said Wandling. “It will depend on
which candidate is elected
whether this will be an issue or
not. Candidates will probably give
states the right to choose.”
Panelists also discussed former
President Bill Clinton. His support
would help Democratic candidates
because of his popularity with the
American people.  
“It will be a close election,”
McNitt said. “But Bush does have
the advantage.”
Students to cast ballots for
new spring senate members
Art Park students have company 
in computer upgrade waiting game
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Emilee Graves, a senior graphic design major, works on her final project for her 4911 animation class, Monday
afternoon in Art Park West.  The graphic design lab was supposed to get new computers next year but will not
because of funding issues.  
Political science panel spotlights issues involving 2004 presidential election
“I think it’s really
important for students
to support Student
Government. Our
power comes from the
students.”
—Adam Howell, chair of Student Senate
Shuttle Bus Committee
We went hungry before we
went down to Georgia.
A  group of 16 Eastern com-
munity members pledged to par-
ticipate in an organized fast the
week before break to mentally
prepare to protest the School of
the Americas in Ft. Benning, Ga. 
The SOA, recently renamed
the Western Hemisphere
Institute for Security
Cooperation, is a U.S.-run mili-
tary education program. Human
rights groups SOA graduates
have committed some of the
most violent human rights atroc-
ities of the 20th century. Despite
the name change, the training
given at the school remains a
worldwide threat to freedom.
The SOA was founded in
Panama by the U.S. military in
1946. The school was later
moved to Ft. Benning, where it
has trained more than 60,000
Latin American soldiers. The
SOA curriculum includes: sniper
training;  commando and psycho-
logical warfare; military intelli-
gence and interrogation tactics.
But Amnesty International and
Human Rights Watch, among
others, say the foreign soldiers
are not using their education
defensively. They are imple-
menting these techniques to per-
secute their own people. 
Non-governmental organiza-
tions like Amnesty International
allege that SOA graduates share
the tactics taught to them with
their military and guerrilla
groups. Before the trip, mem-
bers of Fair Trade Coalition and
some allies from around
Eastern’s campus met each night
at 7 p.m. for a week. During the
meetings, we made sure that at
least two people from the group
were fasting at any given time.
Around the Peace Pole in front
of Newman Catholic Center, we
reflected on the importance of
the journey we were going to
make. The group shared
thoughts and offered encourage-
ment to each other during the
fasting process. I digested noth-
ing beside water, juice and tea
for 50 hours that week. I had
ample time to ponder injustice
after I got accustomed to hunger
gnawing at my stomach.
The legal goal of the SOA is to
provide “professional education
and training to eligible personnel
of nations of the Western
Hemisphere ... while fostering
mutual knowledge, and promot-
ing democratic values, respect
for human rights (U.S. Title
Code 10 Section 2116).”
Contrarily, SOA graduates tar-
get educators, union organizers,
religious workers, student lead-
ers and social rights activists.
This is hardly the behavior a
democratic government should
support.
It is disgusting to think that
the tax money taken from our
paychecks every week is helping
to fund the savage oppression of
citizens in less fortunate nations.
These people are only trying to
exercise the rights we have
every day. And they are paying
the ultimate price with their
freedom and their lives.
The United States should act
as an example to the rest of the
world. By funding the SOA, we
are sending the message there is
nothing wrong with exerting
brute force to silence the opposi-
tion.
Though my body may have
been weakened, my mind grew
more alert through denial of
food. I meditated on the intent of
our government in inviting Latin
American military leaders to Ft.
Benning. I pondered the instruc-
tion the foreigners are receiving
through funding from our tax
dollars. I questioned the motives
of SOA graduates who have
orchestrated assassinations, kid-
nappings and disappearances
throughout South America, as
well as slaughtered villages full
of defenseless families.
In attempting to ignore a phys-
ical instinct, I realize that
humans also possess mental
instincts. My initial reactions
from exposure to SOA facts
were disbelief and distrust in the
U.S. government. But through
the fasting process and further
examination of history, I feel the
government was attempting to
act in the interest of democracy
by founding the SOA 56 years
ago.
Ten thousand people con-
verged on Ft. Benning Nov. 21-
23. Fifty-one of them participat-
ed in civil disobedience and
were arrested to bring attention
to the deplorable reality of the
SOA.
We hope our vigilant presence
will force the citizens and legis-
lators of America to accept
responsibility for, and put an end
to, senseless violence instigated
by the SOA.
The Massachusetts Supreme Court overturned
a state ban on gay marriage Nov. 18. The court
ruling gave the state Legislature six months to
rewrite the state’s marriage laws for the benefit
of gay couples, an encouraging stride for human
right
The court text of the ruling said the state failed
to identify “any constitutionally adequate reason”
for denying same-sex marriage.
Justice C.J. Marshall
said denying gay and les-
bian couples the protec-
tions, obligations and
benefits of marriage
would not be consistent
with the Massachusetts
Constitution.
“The Massachusetts
Constitution affirms the
dignity and equality of
all individuals,” Marshall
said. “It forbids the cre-
ation of second-class citi-
zens.”
The Massachusetts court’s decision is just the
next step in improving civil rights in society.
The ruling shows again advances are being
made in the legal spectrum without discussing
the decision of same-sex marriage in religious
terms.
The court’s decision has those against it, some
within the state’s senate or in religious denomina-
tions.
Massachusetts’ Roman Catholic bishops called
the court’s decision a “national tragedy,” accord-
ing to an Associated Press story Sunday.
On the other side, homosexuality is more open-
ly embraced in the Episcopal Church. Last month,
V. Gene Robinson was consecrated the first open-
ly gay bishop to be ordained to such a position in
the world’s major Christian bodies.
No matter personal beliefs, there are financial,
legal and social benefits with marriage gay and
lesbian couples should not be excluded from. 
“Marriage is a vital social institution,”
Marshall said. “The exclusive commitment of
two individuals to each other nurtures love and
mutual support; it brings stability to our society.”
The court’s ruling is a simple human right that
should not stay denied to same-sex couples
depending on what state they live in. Their right
to marry is protected by the 14th Amendment.
Marshall said government should not interfere in
one’s “choice of an intimate partner.”
Massachusetts showed where the battle is and
took a stance, also separating religion from the
equation. Their Massachusetts decision should
serve as an example to other states considering
bans on gay marriages.
I read Jamie Fetty’s (col-
umn which ran  Nov. 20) and
understand what she is try-
ing to say despite her lack of
expressing herself with good
grammar.
I have learned a lot this
year as an on-campus stu-
dent. I have interacted with
a diverse population at EIU
as compared to the small-
town lack of diversity from
which I was raised.
I do question my creator
daily as to why this and why
not that, and try to make
some sense of the world and
current events through a
personal relationship with
God.
The number one com-
mandment being LOVE, I
look at true relationships of
people that are based upon
love and not sex or any
other reasoning for their
wanting to marry.
That leaves the question
out there as to, “Why not
same sex marriage?”
A separation of church
and state means just that.
They want God out of our
courthouses and the state to
recognize them for the
means of benefits or other-
wise.
All I do know for sure is
that I have failed at mar-
riage due to my own lack of
commitment, wrong reason
to marry, etc.
My parents and grandpar-
ents showed me what a true
marriage means. My parents
will celebrate their 50th
anniversary next fall; my
grandparents celebrated
theirs also years ago.
My father, when ques-
tioned as to why he put up
with some of the hard stuff
he has endured in the mar-
riage, said, “because I made
a commitment with God as
for better or for worse, and
I meant it.”
If Jamie Fetty had really
experienced the physical
and mental abuse that I
have, and childbearing (not
popping out a kid as she has
referred to it), or any other
real-life situations I have
been in, I might have put
some stock in her argument. 
So far though, her editori-
al pieces only show lack for
the gay community and I am
sure there are those in the
gay community who could
articulate it better with edu-
cated wording.
Anyway, throughout all
my hardships, I can only
take what I have learned
from my own mistakes and
experiences to say that
there are still those, who
like my parents, have the
right to say that the institu-
tion of heterosexual mar-
riage is still alive and well,
despite Jamie Fetty’s ranti-
ngs.
Angela Harris
Senior journalism major
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Holly Henschen
Associate Verge
editor and guest 
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Henschen also is
a junior journal-
ism and political
science major 
She can be reached at
infinite3@white-star.
com
Hunger a sacrifice for human rights
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
Column poorly articulated point
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
Editorial board
John Chambers, Editor in chief
Matt Meinheit, Managing editor
Matt Williams, News editor
Carly Mullady, Associate news editor
Jennifer Chiariello, Editorial page editor
Matthew Stevens, Sports editor
jpchambers@eiu.edu
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
Massachusetts
Supreme Court over-
turned state ban on
gay marriage.
Our stance
Massachusetts made
the right choice. The
guarantee of equal
standing in the 
institution of mar-
riage is a legal and
human right.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jpchambers@eiu.edu.
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Court ruling
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marriage
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You have 2 options:
1) Submit your own yearbook photo = $45
2) Have our yearbook photographer take your group photo = $55
We would like to have a group photo night at the Union!  
Please call with your groups availability and we will try to meet your need.
Please call 581-2812 for more info!
By Brian O’Malley
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Student Senate Speaker Mike
Walsh will summarize past accom-
plishments and future goals with
his State of the Senate address at  7
p.m. Wednesday in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Walsh said he is prepared for the
speech and plans to talk about each
senate committee and the plans for
next semester.
“What I would like to see
changed is the outdated stuff that
needs to be really looked at,” Walsh
said.
The State of the Senate address
is in the Student Senate bylaws as
one of the Speaker’s required
responsibilities, Walsh said. He
said public speaking doesn’t make
him nervous, it’s the speech writ-
ing that does.
“I’m not much of a speech
writer,” Walsh said.
The last time Walsh had to make
a similar speech was when he was
running for the Speaker position
last semester, Walsh said.
“That was pretty much off the
cuff,” he said.
Walsh said he will not run for
Student Senate Speaker for next
semester and a new one will be
chosen at next week’s senate meet-
ing.
Several senate members who
are at the end of a term and other
interested students are running for
a senate spot, Walsh said.  Ballots
can be taken at the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union,
Coleman Hall and Carman Hall
Tuesday.
Walsh said 10 current senators
are running again and five stu-
dents are running for the first
time.
The senate will also vote to pass
or fail a bylaw change Walsh co-
authored, which would give each
new senate member a chance to be
trained by a veteran senate mem-
ber.
“I’m pretty positive about it. I
think it’ll be passed,” Walsh said.
Committee chairs are chosen by
the speaker and each committee
chair will be given two or three
new senate members to help them
get comfortable.
“By giving the chairs this
responsibility, (the speaker) is say-
ing that this group of people can
step up and get the job done,”
Walsh said.
The Senate Mentor Program will
eliminate any segregation within
the senate, Walsh said.
“When you come into senate, it’s
very cliquey,” Walsh said.  “I think
this program would break down
those barriers.”
“If nothing else, it always gives
you a familiar face to sit next to at
the meetings,” Walsh said.
George Lesica, senate member
and co-author of the bylaw change,
said the program will solve prob-
lems in the senate.
“Maybe we can get things done
faster,” Lesica said.
The senate will also discuss the
approval of a resolution, which will
purchase $687.28 worth of office
supplies for the Student Activities
Center and $160 for senate travel
expenses.
State of the Senate address will outline group’s future goals today 
By Evan Hill
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
The mystery of the problems
plaguing Eastern’s network over
the last year were explained at a
meeting of the Association of
Information Technology
Professionals Tuesday.
At the end of AITP’s final meet-
ing of the semester Tim Lewis, a
network engineer for Eastern’s
Illinois Century Network, spoke on
and answered questions about the
network and how he and other net-
work personnel are working to fix
it.
Lewis has worked on Eastern’s
network for 18 years and he
remembers times before the net-
work.
“When I came here there was no
network to speak of,” Lewis said.
He said he helped to design the
school’s original network in 1987
when many of the technologies
currently in use were “in their
infancy.”  
Originally there were no funds
to pay for a network, but an
account was set up to share profits
with other telecommunication
services offered by Eastern,
including phone and long-distance
services. Lewis told the group the
main problem with the current net-
work involved outdated wiring in
the administration and academic
buildings on campus.  He said
wiring designed for older technolo-
gies present in the “administrative
half” of the network is causing
problems when it is forced to carry
signals from newer technologies
such as ethernet.
He said certain mechanical fail-
ures can have a crippling effect on
both the administrative and resi-
dence hall sections of the network.  
“We need to recable,” he said.
“This is a big problem.”
However, relief is on the horizon.
For the first time since 1998, a sig-
nificant amount of money will be
spent on upgrading the network.
Lewis said $6 million will be spent
over the next year to upgrade and
replace wiring and networking
electronics.
Earlier this year, at a cost of
$500,000, fiber optic backbone
cabling was installed through the
whole campus.  Lewis said this was
essential to make the jump from
the current technology, which is
100 megabyte ethernet to more
modern gigabit capable technology.
“That is what’s really going to
take us to the next level,” Lewis
said.
In addition to the money spent on
the fiber optic cable, Lewis said an
estimated $3 million will be spent
on rewiring the tens of thousands
of connections on campus at an
estimated cost of $500 per connec-
tion in labor and materials.
Lewis said whatever is left over
from the $6 million after the fiber
optics and recabling is completed
will be spent on upgrading and
replacing networking electronics.
Lewis said the current electronics
were the source of many bottle-
necks in Eastern’s network traffic.
Lewis said the recabling was
planned to start Jan 1, 2004 and the
entire project would take an esti-
mated 12 to 18 months to complete.
Campus editor Evan Hill can be
reached at cueah1@eiu.edu
Technology gurus explain Eastern’s network aggravations
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Neil Seeley of Anderson Electric pulls new strands of fiber-optic cable through a manhole November 12 outside of
O’Brien Stadium. 
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Love the Pizza!
Love the Pizza!
  Love the Price!
Everyday discounts for students
1-Topping Pizza
$699*
Large
$599*
Medium
*Valid only with Student ID.
©2003 Pizza Hut, Inc. The Pizza Hut® name, logo and related marks are trademarks of Pizza Hut, Inc.
Delivery where available; charges may apply. Delivery drivers carry no more than $20 cash.
105 West Lincoln
348-8213
Dine-In/Delivery/Carryout
Thank You!
wants to thank all the EIU students
who made inquiries, visited, and leased our rental
properties for the 2004-2005 school year.  We will
do our best to keep your Charleston home in good
repair at all times and to respond promptly to your
concerns.
PA
NT
HER PADS
GOOD LUCK
with finals and have a wonderful
holiday season!
GOOD LUCK
Contact Lindsey @ 348-1479
Park Place
ROOMMATES WANTED
Apartments
1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments For Fall 2004
Spring 2004 Housing Still Available!!!
Don’t rely on luck alone ...
in The Daily Eastern News
ADVERTISE
By Tim Martin
S E N I O R  R E P O R T E R
The number of administrators,
those who oversee large portions
of the campus’ activities, that the
university must replace has
grown even larger.
Herb Lasky, director of the
university’s honors college, will
retire this summer, the Faculty
Senate learned on Tuesday. In
addition, Blair Lord, provost and
vice president for academic
affairs, updated the senate on the
replacement process of two
other administrative positions,
director of minority affairs and
director of enrollment manage-
ment.
Lasky’s departure only adds to
the number of administrative
openings the university must fill
because of retirement, resigna-
tion or death. A 38-year employ-
ee, Lasky started the university’s
program in 1982 with 56 students
and now the program has 654 stu-
dents.
In the last seven months, six
administrators have left their
positions. While interim replace-
ments have safely been found for
some of the vacancies, others
have left some departments
scrambling.
An advertisement for interim
replacement of the late Johnetta
Jones, director of minority
affairs, resulted in nine appli-
cants. An interim find, Lord says,
will hopefully be found for the
spring semester for continuity
reasons as the burden of the posi-
tion has fallen on the depart-
ment’s project directors. 
A nationwide search will name
a permanent candidate, Lord
hopes, for the next academic cal-
endar year this spring.
“We want a committee that is
broadly representative on all
dimensions,” Lord said. “The
committee needs to be put
together with care.”
Lord also told the senate a
search committee for the dean of
admissions opening has also been
formed. Dale Wolf currently
works in the position, but he has
announced his retirement plans
for this summer.
While the university will
replace vacated positions, the
senate unanimously voted to sup-
port the creation of a local chap-
ter of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People in Coles County. 
The resolution, written by
senators Dave Carwell and John
Henry Pommier, highlighted the
senate’s hopes for the organiza-
tion of “fostering greater har-
mony between the university
and community.”  
There is a university chapter
here, and the movement for a
Coles County chapter began
after an editorial column writ-
ten by Lee Graham ran in The
Daily Eastern News earlier this
semester.
Also, Matthew Monippallil, an
accountancy and finance profes-
sor, said his colleagues are con-
cerned with nighttime on-cam-
pus parking security. 
The senate passed a resolution
8 to 4, with two abstentions, to
ask the Parking Advisory
Committee to consider extend-
ing faculty and staff-only hours
in the parking lot between
Coleman Hall and Weller resi-
dence hall four hours.
The current permit-only
hours are from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday to Friday. The new
changes will extend the faculty
and staff exclusiveness until 9
p.m.
The discrepancy results from
a lack of parking spots in the
West Garfield parking lot,
between Weller residence hall
and Coleman Hall, used by stu-
dents resulting in a long walk,
usually, to the lot adjacent to the
Wesley Foundation church on
Fourth Street. 
Monippallil says the area isn’t
well lit therefore, he suggested
two rows with 40 to 45 addition-
al spots, be locked up for the
additional hours.
Technology professor Mori
Toosi estimated the Garfield lot
had 8 to 10 rows.
The senate passed another
motion regarding on-campus
parking in the same area that
asks the parking committee to
look at the request and response
letters of senate Chair David
Carpenter and Jeff Cooley, vice
president for business affairs.
Previously, the senate won-
dered why the campus road run-
ning east and west connecting
Fourth and Seventh streets
dividing the south portion of the
campus from the north section
near Booth Library was blocked. 
The road, which the senate
believes could open up more
parking, is reserved for con-
struction equipment used on the
campus network and Tarble Arts
Center renovations, Cooley
wrote to Carpenter.
The road has been inactive for
five or six years, biology profes-
sor Bud Fischer said, and the
Campus Master Plan, the uni-
versity’s blue prints to remodel-
ing the campus, calls for the
street to be inactive. 
During the summers, Fischer
said, the road could be used for
shops.
The senators conceded the
improbability of the road being
re-opened for further usage, but
took solace in that the blockage
means the campus is being
improved.
“I’ll take any ugly as long as
we’re building something,”
Fischer said.
By Kevin Sampier
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
The Faculty Senate voted 8-5
Tuesday to change the number of
members on the Council of
Faculty Research.
The council approves or denies
grant applications from faculty
members and has been criticized
for approving some areas of
study more than others.
Council Chair Richard Sylvia
said some faculty members feel
they have been overlooked in the
past when applying for grants. 
“The best proposals are being
funded,” Sylvia said. “We can
make this change and still fund
the best proposals.” 
The change will add an elected
and appointed member from the
colleges of Arts and Humanities,
Educational and Professional
Studies, Business and Applied
Sciences, Sciences, and one
elected member from Booth
Library, to the council.  
The former structure had six
elected and three appointed
members from nine different
areas of study. 
During debate of the proposed
change, Biological Science
Professor Bud Fischer argued
against it. 
Fischer said the reason some
colleges didn’t receive grant
money was because they didn’t
apply. 
“I’m not in favor of the change
at this point,” Fischer said. “I’m
not willing to help people who
aren’t willing to help them-
selves.”
Poorly attended grant pro-
grams and lack of interest from
other colleges is what Fischer
believes caused the lack of grant
funding. 
Business Professor Matthew
Monippallil said he has had prob-
lems with grant requests in the
past, but he blames himself. 
“The first time I applied for a
(Council of Faculty Research)
grant, I was turned down, and I
was turned down quite rightly,”
because he prepared the request
the night before it was turned in,
Monippallil said. 
After the change was passed,
Fischer said, “as long as the sys-
tem continues to fund the best
proposals, it’s working the way
it’s supposed to.” 
Administration editor Kevin
Sampier can be reached at
k_sampier@hotmail.com 
Senate approves altering number of faculty research members
The skinny
Name Position Reason left
Update
◆ Herb Lasky Dean of Honors College retired
search committee formed
◆ Dale Wolf Dean of Admissions retired
search committee formed
◆ Frank Hohengarten Dean of Enrollment Mgmt. resigned
duties merged 
◆ Johnetta Jones Director of Minority Affairs deceased
search committee formed
◆ Carol Strode Dir. of Facil., Plan & Mgmt.  retired
interim replacement
◆ Bud May Dir. of Grants & Research resigned
interim replacement
Number of open administrator positions ballooning
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Which could mean that no
matter what amount of access
a student has to parking, they
are still trying to get closer to
their class when they park.
“If students would take the
time to leave earlier and use
some of the further out park-
ing lots there would be no
problem,” Due said.
So as students continue to
complain, for now the parking
situation is going to stay the
same, leaving students still
hunting for available spots.
Parking:
Due says students
need to manage time
better to park better
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SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) –
The nation’s first genetically
altered household pet is set to
begin appearing in stores next
month everywhere except perhaps
California, the only state with a ban
on lab-engineered species.
On Wednesday, the California
Fish and Game Commission is
scheduled to take up an application
from Yorktown Technologies of
Austin, Texas, to market the GloFish
in California.
State wildlife
officials have con-
cluded that the
Florida-grown flu-
orescent zebra
fish poses no dan-
ger, and they have
r e c o m m e n d e d
that the state exempt it from the
ban. Environmental and public
interest groups, along with com-
mercial fishermen, oppose an
exemption.
The GloFish was developed by
scientists in Singapore who found
they could turn the normally black-
and-silver zebra fish green or red
by inserting genes from jellyfish
or a sea anemone. The tropical fish
appear to glow in rooms lit with
ultraviolet or black light.
California’s regulations against
what critics call “Frankenfish”
were prompted by fears that genet-
ically altered farmed fish, such as
salmon, could get loose and devas-
tate the state’s wild populations.
The fluorescent fish, however,
are even less tolerant of cold water
than natural zebra fish and are
unlikely to survive if they escape,
the Fish and Game Department
said in recommending
an exemption.
I n d e p e n d e n t
researchers also found
that no harm would
come from eating the
fish.
Some environmen-
talists still fear Glofish
could find their way into warm
waters in the wild and establish
themselves. But their larger fear is
that the GloFish’s introduction
could open the floodgates on other
genetically engineered species.
The Washington-based Center
for Food Safety, along with the
Sierra Club, Greenpeace and oth-
ers, is pressing the Food and Drug
Administration to regulate the
marketing of such creatures.
Genetically tweaked
pet a glowing fish 
More on the Web
Yorktown Technologies
www.glofish.com
Everyone without liquor
licenses who contacted council
member Larry Rennels voiced
the same opinion.
Although Rennels said he had a
gut-feeling not to extend bar hours,
he voted ‘yes’ to the extension.
“I really believe that it’s worth
a try,” he said.
Former City Council Liaison
and junior political science
major George Lesicka agreed.
“This is only a one semester
try,” he said. “The students of
Eastern will surprise the people
that called Mr. Rennels and Mr.
Winnett.”
He said only a few people are
causing a vast majority of the
house party problems.
One of the main reasons for
the proposal was that students go
to Champaign to drink because of
later bar closing hours and an
entry age of 19.
However, if the hours were
extended, residents from Mattoon
and Ashmore might migrate to
Charleston instead, council
memeber Lorelei Sims said.
Cougill disagreed saying
everyone he knows in Ashmore is
asleep before the bars close.
Hiring a bus to shuttle intoxi-
cated students between cities
was suggested by Davidson.
Originally, the ordinance stat-
ed the sale of alcoholic bever-
ages for consumption on premis-
es was only for ‘A’ and ‘C’ licens-
es if the closing time was
expanded an extra hour.
Type ‘A’ license holders can
sell liquor both on and off prem-
ises while type ‘C’ license holder
can sell liquor only on their
premises.
The council voted to amend the
ordinance to include both type
‘B,’ private clubs, and ‘D,’ com-
mercial locations.
Liquor stores, type ‘E,’ were
denied admittance to the ordi-
nance.
Cougill argued that allowing
package sales does not make sense. 
However, Sims said the ordi-
nance was unfair because it did
not include all types of license
holders.
“How are you going to say
(extended hours) is OK for only
four of you?” she questioned.
According to the president of
the Charleston Licensed
Beverage Association, Paul
Megderch, liquor stores were not
available to comment on the
withholding.
Because many students buy
their liquor before late at night,
expanding the bar hours to 2 a.m.
on Saturday and Sunday would
not make a dent on house parties,
he said.
Sims said another reason she
voted against the extension was
because dropping bar entry age
to 19 is a better solution to the
problem.
Cougill said bar entry age was
not the topic to focus on at this time.
In other business...
◆ The council approved a raf-
fle permit authorizing Eastern’s
Panther Club to conduct a raffle
to raise funds for Eastern athlet-
ics.      
The raffle will be held
December 1 through February 21.
◆ A resolution authorizing the
expenditure of $4,961.50 in city
tourism funds was passed. The
money matches a grant from
the state to pay for advertising in
a variety of venues.
◆ An ordinance amending the
Title 1 administrative was
passed.  The ordinance will allow
the City Manager to live within
1.5 miles of the territorial juris-
diction of Coles County.  The cur-
rent City Manager, Scott Smith,
built a house shortly out of the
previously allowed area.
◆ Another ordinance amend-
ing the Title 1 Administrative
was passed.  The ordinance elim-
inates the position of City
Treasurer  and creates the posi-
tion of City Comptroller.  Tamara
Moshtagh is currently holding
the position of Comptroller.
◆ A final ordinance amending
the Title 1 Administrative was
passed. The ordinance required
that Payroll clerk to also be able
to perform in human resource
management.
◆ The annual tax levy for
March 2004-April 2005 was
passed. The levy, which was
decided to be $2,753,748, is the
amount of  projected funds
required to run the city.  
◆ An ordinance amending the
ambulance rate structure for the
city was passed.  The current
resident rate will remain at $150,
however, all rates will now be
based on Medicare’s service
level and multiplier rates.
◆ A resolution authorizing an
agreement for technical assistance
services with the Coles County
Regional Planning and  Development
Commission was passed
◆ A final resolution authoriz-
ing an agreement with the Coles
County Council  on Aging for the
use of Dial-A-Ride’s rural public
transportation vehicles in an
emergency.  Such an emergency
would be using the vehicles for
transportation of handicapped
nursing home residents.
Bars:
House party noise,
drunk driving major
points of disagreement
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“How are you going to
say (extended hours) is
OK for only four of
you?”
—Lorelei Sims, council member
Teen Reach part-time staff needed
approx. 20 hrs/week evening apply at
1400 Reynolds dr. across from
Lincoln Gardens Restaurant. EOE No
Phone calls.
____________________________12/3
Sr. Lady in need of part time helper
through semester break. Small apt.,
light duties. 348-1550
____________________________12/3
Bartender trainees needed. $250 a
day potential. Local positions. 1-800-
293-3985ext. 539
____________________________1/22
Would like Friday & Saturdays off? Are
you looking for a part-time evening
position in a fun, professional office
atmosphere? Ruffalo Cody/Westaff is
seeking professional telephone
fundraisers. Flexible scheduling,
weekly paychecks, holiday bonus
potential for extra cash$$, no “cold
calling” required, help raise money for
colleges/universities to lower tuition
for current students, apply before
November 28. Stop by Westaff at 700
W. Lincoln or call 345-1303.
______________________________00
PERFECT JOB FOR EXTRA BUCKS!
Part time evening and Sunday janitor-
ial positions. 10-15 hours per week
starting at $7/hr. Must have valid driv-
ers license and home phone. Apply in
person at Excel Carpet Care, 918 18th
St. in Charleston (across from
Monicals)
______________________________00
SEMESTER BREAK WORK: $17.25
base-APPT. Conditions apply. Special
1-5 week work program. Positions
may continue into Spring. Secure
summer positions now. Flexible
schedules. Customer sales/service.
Apply now, start after finals.
Champaign: 217-359-6909, Chicago:
773-866-1608, Collinsville: 618-345-
6460, Crystal Lake: 815-788-1770,
Naperville: 630-588-0572, North
Brook: 847-509-0058, Oak Brook:
630-575-3611, Orland Park: 708-460-
5508, Rockford: 815-399-4440,
Schaumburg: 847-509-8375. Visit our
website: WWW.SEMESTERBREAK-
WORK.COM
3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks
from campus. $235 each per
month. 345-3554
__________________________12/3
4 or 5 bedroom. 2 blocks from cam-
pus. 2 baths, C/A & W/D, furnished.
Phone 345-7244
__________________________12/4
Girls only: 1 & 2 bedroom apt.
across from Buzzard. Call 345-2652
__________________________12/4
Fall 2004 New 3 br 2 bath duplex. 2
blks east of campus. For more infor-
mation call 345-5821 or go to rcr-
rentals.com
__________________________12/5
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2004 TWO
BEDROOM APARTMENT ACROSS
FROM BUZZARD BUILDING.
EXTRA LARGE BEDROOMS,
FULLY FURNISHED, FULL SIZED
BEDS AND PC WORKSTATION,
TABLES, SECTIONAL SOFA AND
LARGED DRESSERS. PRICE TO
MOVE. CALL 348-0157
__________________________12/5
Available for 2004 2/3 bedroom
apartments/duplexes. Ninth and
Lincoln Street locations. Fully fur-
nished. Call 348-0157
__________________________12/8
New 1 bedroom apartment for Jan.
04. Washer/ Dyer, Microwave,
Dishwasher. $450 117 W. Polk 348-
8122
__________________________12/8
Available Fall ‘04 5 bdr. 2 bath
home. W/d, A/C.  No pets. 903
Cleveland. $125/month. 345-5037
__________________________12/10
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS- 1611
9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF OLD
MAIN. 1 APARTMENT AVILABLE
SPRING SEMESTER COMPLETLY
FURNISHERD, HEAT, AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED OFF
STREET PARKING. CALL 345-7136
__________________________12/12
1 & 2 bedroom apts. 2004-05
school year. 12 month leases. 345-
4602
__________________________12/12
2 bedroom house $450 month,
close to campus. Call 217-258-
7684.
__________________________12/12
FALL 2004 1 year old house, 4 bed-
rooms, 2 bathrooms. 1800 12th
street. 3 blocks from campus. 217-
868-5610
__________________________12/12
FEM. Room needed to share 2
Bdroom House 1/2 ut. 250/mt.
18115 11th st. New remod. 217-
466-5007 or 822-9664
__________________________12/15
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 baths apart-
ments & homes for 2004. New
appliances, W/D, dishwasher, close
to campus, no pets. 345-9267
__________________________12/15
Near campus 3,4,& 6 bedroom
houses. Call 273-1395
__________________________12/15
2,3,4,5,& 6 bedroom houses for
lease. Great rates and locations.
Call 346-3583
__________________________12/15
3BR apartments-LARGE- near
campus. Reasonable. Check ‘em
out! www.eiuapts.com Phone 345-
2416
__________________________12/15
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES:
HOUSES & APARTMENTS FOR
RENT FALL 2004. WE HAVE 2,3,& 4
BEDROOM HOUSES. ALSO
2,3,4,5,& 6 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS AND TOWNHOUSES. ALL
UNITS HAVE FREE LAUNDRY.
SOME UNITS HAVE FREE DSL.
VISIT US AT www.eiprops.com FOR
PRICES, FEATURES, AND PHO-
TOS OR CALL 549-0212/345-6210.
__________________________12/15
2 bedroom apt available Jan 1st!
Furnished and trash paid. Close to
campus. 345-5088
____________________________00
Avail-Jan.-1 BDRM apt, A/C, laun-
dry, 1 block to campus. No pets. Off
street parking. $325/mo. 345-7286
____________________________00
Unique loft apartment 1 bedroom,
furnished, trash paid, available Jan
1st. 1 block from Buzzard. 345-
5088
____________________________00
$299 Free heat, water, trash. Call
Dave 345-2171. 9am-11am
____________________________00
2 BR APTS. AVAIL 04-05- Check
locations at
www.char les ton i l ap ts .com.
Roommate rents from $230 to $255
mo. Call 348-7746 for appoint-
ments.
____________________________00
Girls furnished house for 4-5. 1/2
block from campus, 10 month
lease. No pets or parties. 345-5048.
____________________________00
1 and 2 bedroom furnished apts. 10
month lease, low utilities 345-5048.
____________________________00
NOW LEASING SU., SP., FA. 2004.
NICE HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
ALL CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 345-6967
______________________________00
Hey Gals! 2 bedroom furnished
apartment, next to park at 1111 2nd
St. Water, trash, and laundry includ-
ed for $265 each/month. 10 or 12
month lease available. Call now at
549-1957 or 348-5427.
______________________________00
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to cam-
pus. 4 locations to choose from. Call
345-6533
______________________________00
Exceptionally economical! 1 bedroom
apt. with loft. Furnished for a single or
couple. $375 month. For one or $430
month for two. 1 block north of
O’Brian Fild. For school year 2004-
2005. Call Jan 345-8350
______________________________00
Need a semester lease from JAN-
MAY? We have a unique 2 bdrm for
rent. 1block from Buzzard. 345-5088
______________________________00
“Listed as top landlord for 2003 in
Eastern News!”1 Bedroom apts. for
August 04-05. PP&W PROPERTIES.
2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 1
BLOCK, & 1 1/2 BLOCKS NORTH
OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2 per-
son leases. Central heat & A/C, laun-
dry facility. Trash service and off street
parking included. Perfect for serious
student or couples. 348-8249
______________________________00
2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal, laundry
on premise. 1521 1st 345-5048
______________________________00
2004-2005. 3/2 BEDROOM HOUS-
ES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH APART-
MENTS. 1026 EDGAR. 348-5032
______________________________00
For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bedroom
houses. Excellent locations, cable
internet hook-ups in every bedroom.
Washer and Dryer hookup. 275-300
per person. Call 345-0652
______________________________00
BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm now
available. FOR SPRING 2004. Call
345-1266
______________________________00
04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath apts.
new, clean, and close to EIU 345-
6100.
______________________________00
JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR UNF
APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG, MICRO,
CEILING FAN/AC, TRASH PD. 1305
18TH STREET. $395 MO. PH. 348-
7746.
______________________________00
BUZZARD STUDENTS. Lincolnwood
Pinetree has large 2 BR apts. available
@ 2020 10th. Call 345.6000 to see!
______________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S. 2nd
St. 3 BR furnished apts, low utilities.
New carpet and new furniture.
Leasing for Spring 2004 and Fall 2003
semesters. Call 346-3583
______________________________00
AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR APT-
Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrig,
Microwave, Dishwasher. Trash Pd.
$450 mo. 117 W. Polk. Ph. 348-7746.
www.charlestonilapts.com
______________________________00
Single Apt. on square. $299 inc. heat,
water, trash. Dave 345-2171 9am-
11am.
______________________________00
Computer- Dell PC 1 yr. old, WIN ‘98,
$400 Call 348-8415
____________________________12/5
Student wanted $ 225/month. All util-
ities paid. Large 2 1/2 bedrrom.  On
Charleston square. Call (309) 221-
6494
____________________________12/5
Roommates wanted, $295/month.
Call Lindsey 348.1479
______________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished apart-
ments. $290 per person. 1509 S. 2nd.
Call 346-3583
______________________________00
Now Subleasing for spring. Great 2
bedroom apt. Rent is $240/mo. Ist
month’s rent PAID. No security
DEPOSIT!! Call 512-9122. Can’t get
better than this. SO, hurry cause this
will go fast!
____________________________12/5
Female sublessor wanted for spring.
Move in ASAP. Unique homes proper-
ty. Call 345-5022. Rent $250 plus util-
ities.
____________________________12/10
Sublessor NEEDED for Spring 04. 1
bedroom apt on 3rd with garage. Rent
negotiable!! Call Justin 345-0544.
____________________________12/10
Girl roommate subleasor for 2 bed-
room apt., Spring semester (Jan 1st)
$250/mo.       345-4602
____________________________12/12
Female sublessor wanted for spring
semester. Willing to negotiate rent!
Call 618-781-0710
____________________________12/12
1 BR apt. $325/month, really close to
campus. Low utilities. Call LIz 549-3243
____________________________12/12
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in a
yearbook of your senior year, and are
not sure how to pick it up, come to the
Student Publications office, room
1802 Buzzard Hall, and for only $4 we
will mail you a copy in the Fall when
they are published.  Call 581-2812 for
more information.
______________________________00
Carole’s Piano now accepting new
students.  All ages welcome.  Beginner
to advanced levels.  Call 417-8685 for
more information.  Carole is also avail-
able to play for functions, recitals, par-
ties and contests.
______________________________00
LOW CARB FOOD, VITAMINS,
HERBS, CARDS, GIFTS, WINEMAK-
ING SUPPLIES. Natural Food &
Nutrition 345-1130 or www.n-f-n.com
____________________________12/11
Spring Break 2004. Travel with STS,
America’s #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, and Florida. Now hiring
campus reps. Call for group dis-
counts. Information/Reservations 1-
800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
____________________________12/11
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 110%
Best prices! Cancun, Jamaica,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida. Book
NOW and receive FREE meals & par-
ties. Campus Reps wanted! 1-800-
234-7007. endlesssummertours.com
____________________________12/12
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The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student:❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
P E R S O N A L S
S U B L E S S O R S
S U B L E S S O R S
R O O M M A T E S
ACROSS
1Admitting a
draft, maybe
5Anthem
opening
9Capp lad
14Actor Cronyn
15Gabrielle’s
companion
on TV
16Have the
munchies for
17Commotions
18Bullied
201915 Lillian
Gish film,
with “The”
22Jimmy
Stewart syl-
lables
23Plating mate-
rial
24Charged par-
ticles
28Vienna-
based cartel
30Jeter stat.
33Ballroom
dance
34Gray ___
35Swindle,
slangily
361997
Roberto
Benigni film
39One way to
turn at sea
40Hightail it
41Way to go
42Georgia, for-
merly: Abbr.
43Strongbox
document
44Winter apple
45Winner’s
take
46Galley tool
472002 Robin
Williams film
55Landfall for
Ponce de
León
56Not stay put
57Le petit
prince’s
home planet
58“The Good
Earth” hero-
ine
59Michener’s
“Centennial,”
e.g.
60Bridges in
Hollywood
61Model Banks
62Hospital sup-
plies
DOWN
1Melville
mariner
2Dame ___
Dench
3Love person-
ified
4Staff symbol
5River bends
6Lowly labor-
ers
7Small forest
buffalo
8[bor-r-ring!]
9Vinegary
10Control cen-
ter
11Cold war
winner
12In a tie
13Cartoon
Chihuahua
19Flat-bot-
tomed row-
boat
21Former
enemy capi-
tal
24Travel refer-
ence
25Symbol of
toughness
26Deduce
27Curved arch
28Mountain
nymph
29Still-life item
30Groucho’s
“Duck Soup”
role
31Ruffian
32Dock site
34Busy as ___
35Book jacket
items
37Prefix with
scope
38Cape Cod
town
43Like some
lines
441936 Loretta
Young title
role
45Fencer’s
deflection
46Award since
1927
47Field of
honor event
48Architect
Saarinen
49Race pace
50Overly suave
51Assayers’
stuff
52Manage,
somehow
53“Ain’t Got
No” musical
54Pool site, for
short
55“The ___
Club”
(1970’s-80’s
TV show)
Puzzle by Judy Cole
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21
22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35
36 37 38
39 40 41
42 43 44
45 46
47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54
55 56
57 58 59
60 61 62
Edited by Will Shortz No. 1022
AJAROSAYABNER
HUMEXENACRAVE
ADOSBROWBEATEN
BIRTHOFANATION
AWSTIN
ANIONSOPECRBI
TANGOAREABURN
LIFEISBEAUTIFUL
ALEETEARROUTE
SSRDEEDRUSSET
POTOAR
DEATHTOSMOOCHY
PUERTORICOROAM
TERREOLANEPIC
LLOYDTYRASERA
F O R  S A L E
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
Lincolnwood Pinetree 
Apartments
Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• Lots of space
• Swimming pool
• Volleyball court 
Across from Carmen Hall
345-6000
Second Semester lease available
F O R  R E N T
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N O N  S E Q U I T U R B Y  W I L E Y  M I L L E R
B O O N D O C K S B Y  A A R O N  M C G R U D E R
Make money taking online surveys. Earn $10-$125 for surveys. Earn
$25-$250 for focus groups. Visit www.cash4students.com/eillu.
____________________________12/12
Coles County Pawn- Adult Room- Movies- DVD’s- Magazines- Toys-
New Body Jewelry- All Body Jewelry 25% off- Many Games & Game
systems- We Buy-Sell & Trade
__________________________12/15
#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in Acapulco now offers 3 destinations!
Go Loco in Acapulco, Party in Vallarta, or get crazy in Cabo- with
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS. Organize a group and travel for FREE. Book
now before it’s too late! Call 800-875-4525 or www.bianchi-rossi.com
____________________________12/15
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK. SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW!  www.sunchase.com OR CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
______________________12/15
ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. Group discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202
____________________________01/30
50% off winter items. Log house resale shop. Go to the fairgrounds and
follow the signs. 348-8001
______________________________00          
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL STUD-
IES: Meeting Dec 3  in Buzzard Hall @ 5-5:50pm. Students
must formally apply for University Admission to Teacher
Education. This is done by attending a meeting. Students who
have not previously applied must attend.
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
C A M P U S  C L I P S
CINCINNATI (AP) – Police appeared to follow procedure
when attempting to subdue a black man who later died, and
“it’s obvious one of the officers was assaulted” before the
taped beating began, Police Chief Thomas Streicher said
Tuesday.
Nathaniel Jones, 41, died at a hospital shortly after being
taken into custody Sunday outside a fast food restaurant.
The 350-pound man was struck repeatedly with nightsticks
in a confrontation captured by a video camera mounted on
a police car.
While he stressed that the investigation was incomplete,
“I think there’s enough on the tape to have a preliminary
judgment about what occurred,” Streicher said on NBC’s
“Today.” “It’s obvious one of the officers was assaulted
while he was trying to calm down Mr. Jones.”
“I can’t see anything that’s outside this procedure at this
point,” he said.
The Citizen Complaint Authority is looking into the
death.
“We turn to you for a full and fair and thorough investi-
gation,” Mayor Charlie Luken told members Monday night.
The U.S. Justice Department also was studying the case.
CARBONDALE (AP) – Police officers at Southern Illinois
University Carbondale are getting a pay raise, two years
after contract negotiations with school officials began.
The school’s police union agreed to provisions in the new
contract after an arbitrator sided with the union’s position
on salary increases in November.
The salary award gives police officers and corporals an
increase of 8 percent retroactive to July 1, 2001, and a 2 per-
cent increase retroactive to July 1, 2003.
Police sergeants will receive the same increases, plus an
additional 2 percent for the 2001-2002 contract year.
No increase was awarded for the 2002-2003 contract
year.
The university and the Fraternal Order of Police went
into arbitration in March, after two years of talks failed to
bring about an agreement.
FOP field representative Bill Mehrtens said the pay
hikes bring SIUC police wages closer to the average at
other Illinois public universities.
“It’s not comparable, but it does fill the gap,” he said.
SIUC spokeswoman Sue Davis said it will likely cost the
university about $420,000 to cover the back pay.
CHICAGO (AP) – Attorneys defending R&B star R.
Kelly against child pornography charges have filed a host
of motions, including one contending the alleged victim
could have been old enough to legally consent to sex.
Also included in the 11 motions Kelly’s attorneys filed
Monday in Cook County Circuit Court is the argument
that the case should be dismissed because prosecutors
failed in their 21-count indictment against Kelly to spec-
ify the date of the alleged crime.
Kelly, whose first name is Robert, was arrested in
June 2002 after a videotape surfaced that allegedly
showed the Grammy winner having sex with an under-
age girl.
By alleging that the illegal acts happened between
November 1997 and February 2002, Kelly’s attorneys
argue, the girl could be anywhere from 13 to 17 years
old. Not only is it impossible to determine the age of the
victim, they say, but such a time frame means it can’t be
determined when the statute of limitations might run
out.
Further, they argue, such a large window of time
makes it impossible for Kelly to mount a fair defense.
By Jan Dennis
A S S O C I A T E D  P R E S S  W R I T E R
PEORIA (AP) – Gov. Rod
Blagojevich will announce funding for
about 40 projects on Wednesday that
he hopes will help create jobs and
spark central Illinois’ listless economy.
A $200,000 study of a regional trans-
portation system for Peoria, Tazewell
and Woodford counties is among the
projects Blagojevich will unveil as he
outlines the fourth of 10 economic
development plans tailored for differ-
ent geographic regions across the
state.
State and federal money will pump
$180,000 into the yearlong study, which
local officials have pushed to ease con-
gestion, improve safety and spur eco-
nomic growth, said Mike Kelleher, who
is coordinating plans for a 10-county
region that includes DeWitt, Fulton,
Livingston, Marshall, Mason, McLean,
Peoria, Stark, Tazewell and Woodford
counties.
“I think they make a very convinc-
ing case. If you can get people to the
workplace efficiently you can expand
job opportunities,” Kelleher said.
Blagojevich also will earmark
money for dozens of other road and
building projects and studies that could
help land new jobs for an area that is
wrestling with a general statewide
decline in manufacturing jobs, said
Laura Hunter, a spokeswoman for the
Department of Commerce and
Economic Opportunity.
HOMEWOOD (AP) – They have helped the coun-
try fight a war, but they don’t want any help them-
selves.
They are the families of soldiers who have
refused to take advantage of the Illinois Military
Family Relief Fund, which has been offering grants
of $500 to $2,000 to families of
reservists and National Guardsmen
since August.
“I guess I feel that there are people
that need it more,” said Tinessa Moss,
31, of Homewood, who quit her job to
raise her three children when her hus-
band shipped off to Iraq. She now
faces the prospect of paying to fix her furnace and
repair a leaky basement.
In all, just 1,300 of the 9,000 families that qualify
for the grants have applied. How many of those fam-
ilies don’t know about the fund, available to families
and dependents of soldiers activated since Sept. 11,
2001, isn’t clear. But some say there are many like
Moss who choose not to ask for help.
“Military family, military pride,” said Eric
Schuller, a policy adviser for Lt. Gov. Patrick Quinn,
who helped establish the fund. “You always help out
others and you don’t want help for
yourself.”
Moss responded to her money
problems by selling her car, putting
the electricity bill on an installment
plan, deferring student loan pay-
ments and getting the gas company
to switch her to a plan for low-
income families. But she did not ask for grant
money.
“I told a girlfriend about the program, and she
said, ’No, I’ll just work extra hours,” she said. “We all
feel that way.”
By Christopher Wills
A S S O C I A T E D  P R E S S  W R I T E R
SPRINGFIELD (AP) – A new state law granting
more time for lawsuits over sexual abuse cases is
being challenged by Catholic organizations, anger-
ing advocates for abuse victims.
“It’s our belief that the Catholic
Church should not be leading the
charge to overturn a law that pro-
tects innocent victims,” Barbara
Blaine, president of the Survivors
Network of Those Abused by Priests,
said Tuesday. “The new law gives
victims a chance to expose perpetra-
tors.”
Catholic officials, however, said there is no con-
flict between combating sexual abuse within the
church and making a legal argument.
“I think we’re going to assert our right to defend
our position in a court of law,” said Robert Gilligan,
executive director of the Catholic Conference of
Illinois.
The new law was signed this summer at the urg-
ing of SNAP and others who said abuse victims
need more time to understand what had happened
to them and decide whether to sue.
The deadline for suing abusers had been two
years after the victim turned 18 or two years after
the victim realized that sexual abuse had caused
injuries, such as psychological disorders.
The new statute of limitations is 10
years after the victim turns 18 or
five years after the victim makes the
connection between abuse and
injuries.
The new law is at issue in three
abuse lawsuits.
In one, a man is suing the Catholic
Church’s Springfield Diocese over abuse he suf-
fered as a teenager in the 1980s by a priest who was
later sent to prison. In two other lawsuits,
teenagers are suing St. Laurence High School and
the Chicago Archdiocese over allegations of abuse
by a school counselor in the 1990s.
More on the Web
Operation Homefront:
www.operationhomefront.org
More on the Web
Public Act 93-0356:
www.legis.state.il.us
Civilian panel begins investigation into
death of black man in custody in Cincinnati
Police officers get pay raise two years
after contract negotiations began
R&B star R. Kelly’s lawyers fight child
pornography charges with motions
◆Cases challenge new law extending
deadline for abuse lawsuits
Speeding up sexual assault casesA new plan
for central
Illinois’
economy
By Dave Kolpack
A S S O C I A T E D  P R E S S  W R I T E R
GRAND FORKS, N.D. (AP) – A
man described by authorities as
a predatory sex offender was
arrested and charged with kid-
napping in the disappearance of
a college student. But authori-
ties said Tuesday the young
woman was still missing.
Dru Sjodin, 22, a University of
North Dakota student from
Pequot Lakes, Minn., vanished
Nov. 22 after leaving her job at
the Victoria’s Secret at Columbia
Mall in Grand Forks.
“Dru, we will find you,” Grand
Forks Police Chief John Packett
said at a briefing Tuesday. “With
the arrest of Alfonso Rodriguez
Jr. last night, this investigation
has only reached the 50-yard
line. As additional charges and
information comes available, we
will not be satisfied or comfort-
ed until such time as we find
Dru.”
Rodriguez, 50, was arrested
Monday in Crookston, Minn.,
about 30 miles from Grand
Forks, where he lives, police
said. He had been expected to
appear in court Tuesday, but
officials said the appearance
would be delayed until
Wednesday morning. Court doc-
uments in the case were sealed.
Authorities declined to discuss
Suspect
arrested
for missing
student
Military families refuse help
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Tired of relying on other 
people for rides?  Need money
for  transportation?
ADVERTISE IN THE DEN
Philly Cheese Steak & Fries
~ $3.99 ~
LADIES NIGHT
BIG BOTTLES
& Tropical
Pitchers
Naughty or Nice, Santa’s on his way
with his list he’ll check twice 
Ope
n 
@
11 a
m
Panthers dominated in post
M E N ’ S  B A S K E T B A L L
◆ Eastern outscored in the paint by a 36-22 margin thanks to 15-point, 13 rebound performance by Flames forward Armond Williams 
Schmitz finds arms
for the mound 
◆ Five new baseball recruits sign with Eastern for the 2005 seaason including
three pitchers including a hometown product out of Mattoon High School 
B A S E B A L L
By Michael Gilbert
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Attempting to improve on a 26-
31 season with a 6.59 ERA last sea-
son, the Eastern baseball team
announced the signings of three
pitchers late last month.
Incoming freshmen Dan
Anderson and Ross Jeske along
with junior college transfer Jared
Gurley will be among the new
faces Eastern fans will see on the
hill for the Panthers’ 2005 squad.
Anderson appears to be the most
intriguing of the hurlers due to his
large frame and room to grow on
the mound. During his junior year
at Guilford High School, Anderson
went 5-2 with a 2.35 ERA. The lefty
had an impressive strikeout to
walk ratio fanning 56 batters while
giving up just 11 base on balls in 35
innings.
“Dan is 6-5 and weighs 200
pounds and is a big left-handed
pitcher,” Eastern’s assistant base-
ball coach Mitch Rosenthal said.
“He’s more of a starter who came
to our camp last summer and
looked very impressive. He throws
a fastball, curve and change and
has a really big upside. He has a
major league body but he’s still
young and (the coaching staff) is
just concentrating on making him
better.”
Panthers head coach Jim
Schmitz said Anderson impressed
at Eastern’s camp and has tremen-
dous potential.
“Dan attended our camp last
summer where he demonstrated a
dominant presence on the mound,”
Schmitz said. “We feel his size will
allow him to become a power pitch-
er. We are looking forward to work-
ing with Dan in the upcoming
years.”
The Panthers went the junior
college route to land Gurley who
was playing for John A. Logan
Community College. Gurley fin-
ished last season with a 2-1 record
and a 5.79 ERA in 32 innings on the
mound.
“He will fill the role of a reliev-
er/closer for us,” Rosenthal said.
“He’s a hard thrower who reaches
the 90s. His best pitch is his fast-
ball where he basically says to bat-
ters ‘here it is try to hit it.’” 
If last season was any indication,
it appears that hitters can’t catch
up with Gurley’s fastball as he
averaged nearly a strikeout per
inning.
“Jared is a big, strong guy,”
Schmitz said. “We expect him to
come in and close many games for
us the next two years.”
The Panthers final recruit won’t
have any problem getting used to
the Eastern campus. Jeske grew
up just minutes away in Mattoon
and was a standout last year for the
Green Wave with 30 strikeouts in
28 innings and a 5.37 ERA in his
junior year at MHS. 
“Ross is a local kid who came in
and impressed at our camp,”
Rosenthal said. “He’s a great ath-
lete who also played football for
Mattoon. He pitched well when I
saw him over the summer when I
saw him and he’s a real competitor
on the field.”
Rosenthal also commented that
Jeske’s athletic ability makes him
an above average fielder on the
mound.
“He makes some plays you
wouldn’t expect a pitcher to make,”
Rosenthal said.
Although the Panthers’ 2004
team is a very young squad with 22
underclassmen on the current ros-
ter, Rosenthal said the new recruits
would have a chance to play in
2005.
“Definitely the junior college
transfer (Gurley) will pitch right
away,” Rosenthal said. “The two
incoming freshmen will surely
have a chance to get in and keep
building on their game.”
With current senior pitchers
Jared Marshall and Andy Kuntz
departing after this season,
Rosenthal hopes the three new
Panthers can step up and fill the
void.
“It seems like you can never
have enough pitching and we will
lose Jared and Andy,” Rosenthal
said. 
By John Hohenadel
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
Each one of the 1,286 fans that packed
Lantz Arena Tuesday night realized one
fact - Eastern was simply out-hustled by a
bigger team.
Illinois-Chicago out-rebounded the
Panthers 43-27 on Tuesday night at Lantz
which was a crucial aspect to its 77-60 win
over Eastern.
Being a young team,  Eastern head
coach Rick Samuels mentioned boxing out
and getting rebounds as a couple of things
the team must improve on.
Junior forward Andy Gobczynski was
one of the players who admitted the
Panthers just got outworked in the post
and on the offensive boards.  
“Some of their rebounds came before we
even left the floor,” Samuels said.
Samuels was referring to two rebounds
that were promptly followed by a pair of
UIC dunks. 
Samuels commented that what hurt
them the most were the 12 offensive
rebounds that led to 13 second-chance
points for UIC.
Flames 6-foot-4 forward Armond
Williams had 13 total rebounds and five
offensive boards which contributed to his
15 total points.  
Samuels said some of those rebounds
came when one of the Flames’ guards
broke down the defense and one of the
Panthers had to leave his man to help stop
the penetration. 
Senior center Jesse Mackinson got into
early foul trouble and had to leave the
game early in the first half which led to an
even greater decrease in rebounding and
inside scoring. Mackinson, the Panthers’
only returning starter, ended the evening
with a season-low five points.   
Even though the 6-foot-8 post presence
is the tallest starter on the Panthers, he
finished with just two rebounds. Coach
Samuels said he expects Mackinson to play
more of an outside game and rely on his 12
to 15-foot jumper.  
“Jesse is going to be more effective
shooting jumpers,” Samuels said.
“Opposing centers can’t stick with him in
our motion offense.”
When Mackinson received his second
foul in the first half, junior Aaron
Patterson stepped in and provided defen-
sive intensity off the bench in his Eastern
debut. The transfer from Indianapolis,
Ind. finished the game with four rebounds
in 16 minutes.   
Senior forward David Roos only had
three rebounds in 17 minutes, which all
came on the defensive end. 
Ironically, starting point guard Jake
Sinclair crashed the glass along with the
frontcourt players and despite being the
smallest player for the Panthers, the Pana,
Ill. native led the Panthers with five
rebounds.
Samuels said he would like to see other
frontcourt players step up in the post with
Mackinson being expected to step outside
and shoot more jumpers.
“Jesse is simply trying to do too much
right now,” Samuels said.”
Burned:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
“While most of their offense is predicated on the dribble-drive, what
broke us down was their effectiveness in the post,” Samuels said.  “We
just became complacent for a little while, our rotations were not as sharp
and they took advantage.”
The Panthers tried to come back in the second half behind Gomes, who
ended the game with 19 points on eight of 10 shooting.  Besides Gomes,
no other Panther player distinguished himself as a offensive threat, so
much so that no other player reached double figures.
Eastern had no post presence, as the team struggled to find an answer
to the Flames size advantage down low.  
Senior center Jesse Mackinson was put on the perimeter more than in
the post, and senior forward David Roos was counted on to produce in the
post.
But the 6-foot-5 Roos struggled with the size of the Flames as the two
opposing centers had three to four inches on him.
“They were much more physical than we were, but we also played ten-
tatively against a talented team that played with a swagger,” Samuels
said.
This youthful group of Panthers has yet to learn how to win and play
with a swagger like a talented and veteran led group like UIC.
The Panthers will continue the learning process as the return to Lantz
Arena Saturday night to face Indiana State.
Jones:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
In the first half, Robert Morris was able to hang around with the high-
ly favored Panthers because of Eastern’s 11 turnovers which led to 10
points. Ironically, the turnovers were not made by the Panthers’ pair of
freshman point guards (Megan Casad and Melanie Ploger) and they were
the result of upperclassmen starters.
“The frustrating thing about the turnovers that are being made by
those young girls,” Wunder said. “They are being made by our experi-
enced players making poor decisions.”
The smaller Eagles also benefited from out rebounding Eastern 11-1 on
the offensive end and 19-17 overall.
“It was something that we certainly stressed and drilled into the team
at halftime,” Wunder said. “We are really trying to get our big players to
rebound better.”
In the second half, Eastern’s birthday girl finally made her special day
count after picking up two quick fouls and being held to four first half
points. Dailey was five of nine from the field after halftime and ended the
contest with five assists without a turnover.
“I got into foul trouble early and wasn’t as aggressive in the first half,”
Dailey said. “In the second half, my shot started falling.”
The Eagles got a big lift off the bench as backup center Carrie Porter
stepped up to provide 20 points and eight rebounds. Porter was able to
dominate all three Eastern post players Wunder threw at her.
By Andrew Sarwark 
S T A F F  W R I T E R  
During the past two seasons, senior Matt Veach has
established himself as one of the leaders on the Panther
wrestling squad. Going into the Northern Iowa Open,
Veach has a record of 15-4 and has placed in all three
opens this year. 
Before wrestling at Eastern, Veach wrestled at
Lincoln Community College and Iowa State University.
At Lincoln, he was an All-American and finished third
in the national championships. As a sophomore at Iowa
State, the Springfield native placed fourth for the
Cyclones in the Big 12 Championships in 2001. 
Last year, Veach decided to transfer from Iowa State
to Eastern and the Panthers are reaping the benefits. 
“I decided to transfer to Eastern for three reasons,”
Veach said. “First, Eastern is closer to home than Iowa
State. Secondly, I knew Coach McCausland and liked
him, and the last reason is because Pat (Dowty) is one
of my best friends,” Veach said. 
Dowty and Veach were both on the wrestling team at
Lincoln and knew each other, McCausland said. 
“I heard a lot of good things about Matt through Pat.
The two of them talked a lot about having him come
here to wrestle,” McCausland said. 
According to McCausland, one of the best qualities
about Veach is his work ethic. 
“He really works hard and enjoys a challenge on the
mat,” McCausland said. 
Veach began his wrestling career all the way back in
grade school when he would spar with his friends. 
“We would watch wrestling on television and wrestle
each other afterwards,” Veach said. 
He started wrestling in the sixth grade. During high
school, Veach compiled an overall prep record of 132-
13. His best finish in state was third place. 
Before each of his matches, Veach goes through a
simple routine to get ready to hit the mat. 
“I get ready by warming up and by visualizing every-
thing mentally.” 
Placing third in state is one of his best memories of
wrestling. Placing third in the national championship,
also at Lincoln, is another one of his fondest wrestling
experiences. 
He credits his parents and his coaches as being his
biggest influences in his wrestling career. 
“My parents and coaches have always been there for
me, but the biggest reason for my success in wrestling
is because of my motivation to succeed,” Veach said. 
Veach has started this year against touch competi-
tion. During the Central Michigan Open on Nov. 16 ,
Veach went 5-1 to place third in the 165-pound class.  A
week later at the Missouri Open, Veach duplicated the
feat in Central Michigan to place third against solid
opponents.
This weekend when the Panthers travel to the UNI-
Dome for the Northern Iowa Open, Veach will need to
be at his best. Northern Iowa is ranked #14 nationally,
and in the 165-pound bracket Veach may square off
with junior Josh Lawrenz. Lawrenz is no stranger to
Eastern, wrestling as he defeated Andy Coyle 9-6 last
season. 
While Veach may be looked upon as the underdog in
this meet, don’t count the grappler out. If his last few
matches are any indication, the senior is ready to finish
his last year at Eastern with a bang.  
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Village Rentals
~Singles Available
~Completely Furnished
Call for an appt.
345-2516
Radio (PG)  DAILY 7:00, 9:30 
Brother Bear (G) 
DAILY 6:45, 9:00 
BAD SANTA (R) DAILY 4:15, 7:45, 10:00
DR. SEUSS’ THE CAT IN THE HAT (PG) Daily
4:45, 7:00, 9:10
ELF (PG) Daily 4:30, 7:30, 9:50
GOTHIKA (R) Daily 5:30, 8:00, 10:15 
HAUNTED MANSION (PG) Daily  5:00, 7:15,
9:30 
MASTER AND COMMANDER:  THE FAR SIDE 
OF THE WORLD (PG-13) Daily 5:15, 8:15 
THE MISSING (R) Daily 3:50, 6:45, 9:40  
TIMELINE (PG-13) Daily 3:40, 6:30, 9:20
Make it a part of your morning routine ...
Read The Daily Eastern News !
Need more
e x c i t e m e n t
in your life?
Advertise in
the Den!
...don’t delay, call today!
581-2816
‘Veach’ing for the stars
T O P  C A T
“ ... the biggest reason for my success in wrestling is because of my motivation to succeed.” - Matt Veach
◆ Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series taking an in-depth look
at Eastern’s top athlete from the previous week. Winners are
selected just once. Selections are made by The Daily Eastern News
sports staff.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  F I L E  P H O T O
Senior Matt Veach in practice last season as he is scrimmaging a teammate at the 165-pound weight class. The transfer from
Iowa State University finished third at the Missouri Open to open up his final season as a Panther.
By Aaron Seidlitz
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
It can be a trying
process for a young
team to learn how to
win.  
That is the process
Eastern seems to be
going through after
their third straight
loss to start the season.
The overmatched Panthers (0-3) were defeated by
Illinois-Chicago (6-1) 77-60, and the second half run
was what did in Eastern.
“I knew that our first three opponents were going to
be tough, but I’m not sure why we haven’t seen much
progression from our players as of yet,” Eastern head
coach Rick Samuels said.
The youth on this year’s Panther squad showed
quite clearly throughout the second half, as Eastern
proved they are not ready to play consistently for 40
minutes and come out on top against talented teams.
“When it comes right down to it we were just bullied
around tonight,” sophomore guard Josh Gomes said.
“It came down to them as an experienced team versus
our youth.”
The effectiveness of the Panthers was significantly
different from between the first half and the second
half.
Early on, the Panthers were successful in managing
the game the way they wanted to and were able to
keep the game close as it went back and forth for
much of the opening half.  After both teams managed
to answer each other after a couple of small runs,
Eastern was only down 38-33 at the intermission.
The major reason for why Eastern managed to keep
the game close was their defensive intensity.  Usually
the Flames love to get the ball into the hands of senior
guard Martell Bailey and let him run the ball up and
down the court.  Bailey was good enough last year to
lead the Horizon League in assists, and has been
counted on heavily this year to lead his team.
The Panthers successfully backed off Bailey when
he had the ball which forced him to slow  down and
turn the ball over.  He only managed eight assists to
his six turnovers.
In the second half, Flames head coach Jimmy
Collins made an adjustment in which he put the ball in
the hands of his post players, which became the dif-
ference between the two teams in the last 20 minutes
of the game.
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Many colleges across the
country have already had their
opening night for basketball;
and Eastern’s night of excite-
ment was Tuesday.
Opening night at Lantz
Arena pits the Panthers up
against the University of
Illinois-Chicago.  All the
months of wondering and
working that Eastern has put
into the basketball team for
the 2003 season was for what
took place last night.  
The atmosphere in itself
makes opening night so special
to most college basketball fans.
The excitement of not seeing a
college basketball game for a
matter of months is a welcome
addition to the sports environ-
ment at any college or univer-
sity.
This is especially the case
for many of the states in the
midwest, who unlike schools
the other parts of the country
really take their basketball tra-
dition seriously.
Illinois and many other of
the Midwestern states love
basketball, especially the kind
that hasn’t been tainted with
the money that now dominates
the NBA.
High school and college bas-
ketball even at schools that are
not in major conferences or in
the national championship pic-
ture look forward to the winter
diversion that is college bas-
ketball.
There seems to be an inno-
cence to college basketball and
the smaller level schools in col-
lege basketball.  When teams
like Eastern and the other
members of the Ohio Valley
Conference deal with players
who actually want to stay all
four years in college basket-
ball instead of jumping ship to
the National Basketball
Association, more passion is
the result for the product on
the court.
The term amateurs is not
very often used for college
basketball players who play at
the highest level because many
of those players will be leaving
the college atmosphere very
quickly for the much richer
waters of the NBA.
These players are often
taken care of since they hit
stardom, at least in a scout’s
eyes, midway through high
school.
But here, players love the
college atmosphere they want
to win not only for themselves
but for their coach and for the
university they play for as
well.
It is refreshing to see this
after watching the greedy
players of the NBA since
October.  
The smaller arenas fill up on
chilly winter nights, and all of
a sudden the entire place is
warm with the excitement that
is college basketball.
For those who truly love the
game, this is it.
So here’s hoping that the
excitement continues through-
out the year as the Panthers
youthful group of players
learn the game and try to take
the program to a higher level.
T H R O W
D O W N
Aaron Seidlitz
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
Mama, I’m
coming home
to Lantz
Panther sports calendar
S A T U R D A Y Swimming vs. Butler 1 p.m.         Lantz
M B-Ball vs. Indiana State 7:05 p.m.     Lantz  
Wrestling at Northern Iowa Open
Track & Field at Illinois State
S U N D A Y W B-Ball at. Jacksonville 1 p.m. 
Panthers get burned
◆ Eastern unable to handle UIC’s 
second half run to lose home opener
I L L I N O I S - C H I C A G O  7 7 , E A S T E R N  6 0
Another ‘W’ for Wunder’s bunch
E A S T E R N  8 4 , R O B E R T  M O R R I S  7 0
◆ O’Connor’s career-high 26 leads Panthers to a win
over another NAIA school to make them 2-1 at Lantz
By Matthew Stevens 
S P O R T S  E D I T O R  
Lauren Dailey got a birthday gift that had nothing to do with cake
and ice cream.  Eastern’s senior guard racked up 16 points and 5
assists on her 22nd birthday as the Panthers defeated NAIA member
Robert Morris College 84-70.
“I usually get a win on my birthday because I’ve had a game on this
day since middle school,” Dailey said.
Eastern (2-2) didn’t dominate Robert Morris (1-9) in no way resem-
bling its 90-point victory over fellow NAIA school Indiana-Northwest.
The Panthers came out with an effort level that upset Eastern head
coach Linda Wunder.
“I was a little disappointed with the intensity level being off a little
bit tonight,” Wunder said. “Quite frankly, we were not ready to play.”
Junior center Pam O’Connor announced to the world that she was
completely healthy and ready to lead the Panthers down low offen-
sively. O’Connor achieved her career-high of 26 points for third time
in a Eastern jersey.
“I just feel good to be back out there on the court,” O’Connor said.
“It wasn’t the prettiest performance but a win is a win and we’ll take
it.”
The 6-foot-2 power threat from Wood Dale, Ill. ended the contest 10
of 14 from the field and six of eight from the charity stripe.
“I figured she would come in and be a contributor right away,”
Wunder said. “Tonight was what I would consider a normal day at the
office for Pam O’Connor.”
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More inside
◆ Panthers dominated
in the paint and on the
boards by Flames.
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D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Josh Gomes driving to the basket Tuesday night against UIC. Gomes ended with 19 points.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Junior Pam O’Connor lining up a free throw Tuesday night at Lantz Arena.
O’Connor tied her career high with 26 points in a 84-70 win.
